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THE CLIENT WITH THE VISION
Höegh Eiendom develops, owns and manages properties
in the central eastern region of Oslo. It strives to ensure its
developments contribute to a sustainable urban environment
now and for the future.
One of the company’s properties is Wergelandsveien 7, a multistorey office building in the centre of Oslo, designed by the
Norwegian architect Niels Holther in 1959. The design captures
50’s and 60’s architecture, displaying a late modernistic
approach where rationality was the driving force, represented
by simple and rhythmic composition in the detailing and the
overall layout.
With the building’s facade in poor condition and low energy
efficiency, Høegh Eiendom looked for a solution that would
reduce the building’s overall energy consumption whilst
preserving its appearance, a condition demanded by the
planning authorities. The refurbishment also needed to be
undertaken with no interruption to normal operations.

Q-AIR INNOVATIVE GLASS FAÇADE
SOLUTION
The innovative total performance multi-chamber glass facade
solution Q-Air was selected having met all client´s demands
for the building, including extremely high energy efficiency,
architectural preservation, enhanced occupant wellbeing,
increased natural daylight and fast installation without
interrupting building operations.
6 layers of glass
Q-Air, the sustainable glass façade solution developed by
Trimo, uses latest knowledge of heat transfer and advanced
structural glazing technology. Its innovative multi-chamber
insulating core is available in transparent, translucent and
opaque options. For Wergelandsveien`s refurbishment Q-Air
5-chamber (6 layers of glass) transparent and opaque glass
facade system, spanning from floor-to-floor, was used.

Initially, conventional stick systems with triple glazing, mineral
wool insulation and exterior sunshades were considered, but
abandoned as not able to meet energy efficiency requirements
with architectural demands. With the conventional option
suggesting a total wall thickness close to 70 cm, the exterior
architectural expression would be compromised leading to
restricted daylight and views.

Superior U values
The Q-Air 5-chamber transparent glass core consists of four
external chambers and one expansion chamber on the internal
side that serves as an expansion membrane, levelling out
pressure variations due to external temperatures and sun
radiation. The Q-Air transparent core elements achieved an
extremely high energy performance level with a Ug value of
0.24 W/m2K. The Q-Air opaque core elements consist of
5-chambers separated by aluminium foils taking advantage of
reflecting as well as chamber insulation properties, reaching
Ug value of 0.19 W/m2K. The multi-chamber insulating cores
were used as fillers in a specially designed aluminium profile
frame with a Uf value as low as 0.8 W/m2K.
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60 % ENERGY SAVINGS
The Q-Air glass curtain wall reached a Ucw of 0.36 W/m2K
with only 15 cm total wall thickness. With additional 200 mm
mineral wool in the parapet the whole construction reached
an Ucw value of 0.23 W/m2K, which is approximately two-times
better than for a conventional stick glass façade system with
triple glazing and mineral wool parapet. The Q-Air solution in
the 10.000 sqm refurbished building resulted in a 60 % total
annual energy saving, or 120 kWh per sqm.

EXCEPTIONAL THERMAL + VISUAL
+ ACOUSTIC COMFORT
Low Ucw value of Q-Air glass facade means the system can
operate with the same low solar heat gain coefficient (g-value)
energy efficiently all year. The low energy loss and low solar
heat gains through Q-Air eliminates the need for external sun
shading systems. Q-Air principles contribute to thermally stable
indoor environments due to small temperature differences
between indoor air and inner glass in summer and winter. 45 dB
sound reduction was recorded with stable thermal conditions,
maximised natural daylight and unobstructed view.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION IN SHORT TIME
Factory engineered and manufactured, the Q-Air unitised glass
façade system enabled fast, clean and efficient installation
without any interruption to its operation or its occupants.

ARCHITECTURAL APPEARANCE
PRESERVED
Special stone cover elements were installed on the external
side of the Q-Air glass façade to preserve the original 1960’s
architectural appearance.
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The new Q-Air facade solution saves us approximately
60 % of the energy consumed by the previous building.
The office building was in operation while being
refurbished. Internal living comfort is significantly
improved and external sunshades are not needed.
Aesthetics is increased and the architectural layout
preserved. We and the tenants, are extremely satisfied
with the solution.

Øyvind Meyer Kristiansen
Project leader
Höegh Eiendom real estate company

”

The innovative Q-Air facade solution provides superior
comfort through thermal and sound insulation along
with optimized light transmittance. The combination
of these characteristics enables energy savings and
a real added-value to retrofit of office buildings and
even new architectural solutions."

Friderik Knez
Head of the Department of Building Physics
ZAG - Slovenian National Building and Civil
Engineering Institute
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